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INT. BEDROOM - EVENING1.

Grandad is reading a bedtime story to young HEDGES

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - MORNING1aA.

LEE HEDGES is in bed sleeping restlessly.

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - EVENING1aB.

Bedtime story continues.

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - MORNING1aC.

HEDGES wakes up bolts-up-right. He gets ready for work, 
showers, Brushes teeth, gels hair, & dresses smart.

CUT TO:

INT. HALLWAY - MORNING1aD.

A letter comes through the door. HEDGES opens it & looks 
gobsmacked. It is a Bailiff’s letter for £1,300. 

HEDGES
FUCK! FUCK! FUCK!

He looks in the mirror as his phone rings. 

WORK SUPERVISOR
You're not required to come into 
work today as the company has gone 
into administration. It is not 
known whether or not the employees 
pay will go through in time for 
this Friday but any wages owed to 
employees will be authorized and 
paid as soon as possible.

HEDGES starts crying & punches the wall.

CUT TO:

EXT. LOAN SHOP - AFTERNOON1aE.
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HEDGES dressed in jeans and hoodie entering a Pay-day loans 
shop.

CUT TO:

INT. LOAN SHOP - MOMENTS LATER1aF.

HEDGES is sat opposite the LOANS MANAGER.

LOANS MANAGER
Mr. Hedges, I’m afraid that you 
have also been declined on our very 
smallest loan amount. I assure you 
that this is not uncommon in the 
current financial climate and I 
would advise you to keep boosting 
that credit-rating of yours and to 
keep on paying those bills by 
direct-debit, this will help that 
old credit-rating to move up a 
couple of decimals. I really cannot 
stress the importance of regular 
payments. Until next time Mr. 
Hedges.

HEDGES
Um, uh, yeah sure, Okay that sounds 
like urm, sound advice, thanks I’ll 
bear that in mind, yer know of any 
other loan-shops in the centre 
like?

The LOANS MANAGER walks HEDGES to the door.

LOANS MANAGER
Yes there’s one just up the street 
there past those two pubs, can you 
see the signs?

HEDGES
Yeah great, tar, seeyar

LOANS MANAGER
Good luck: You'll sure as hell need 
it.

CUT TO:

INT. BUS - AFTERNOON1aG.

HEDGES is reading the job section in the local newspaper.

CUT TO:
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EXT. STREET - AFTERNOON1aH.

HEDGES is walking down street & bumps into JOHNNY BRISCOE 
and CALVIN SIMPSON doing a deal from a car. BRISCOE is lent 
out of the window with SIMPSON in passenger seat, A dodgy 
looking “Drug-scorer” of some description can be seen 
scarpering off from  the car. A neighbour twitches the 
curtains.

SIMPSON
Fuck off you nosey twat!

BRISCOE
(laughing) Ha-ha
Easy ‘Edges, no fuckin’ work lad? 
You skiving off?

HEDGES
Fuckin sacked this mornin’ fuckin 
company’s gone into administration, 
I knew it was fuckt: Brexit ‘n’ all 
that, we adder big deal was hingin’ 
on remaining in but I dint think 
it’d be this fuckin’ quick. 

BRISCOE
Fuckin’ shame that lad corporation 
‘n’ that aye: Investors obviously 
dint wanner lose no more pennies! 
Dunt tek it personally lad, on the 
plus side at least we got those 
foreign cunts’ out now ay lad? No 
more ‘er them fuckers comin’ over.

HEDGES
Well, uh, urm, Yer know I don’t 
really, well -

SIMPSON
What the fucker you then ‘Edges a 
fuckin IMMO-lover? Next you’ll be 
tellin’ us yer like puffs and 
fuckin’ feminists’ too yer fuckin’ 
P-C Twat, equality’s out the 
fuckin’ window now brother!! 

BRISCOE and SIMPSON laugh hysterically. HEDGES shakes his 
head but laughs along. SIMPSON turns the music up, which 
clearly annoys BRISCOE who turns it, back down.

SIMPSON
Listen Lee, we might avver bitter 

(MORE)
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work fer yer if yer interested?
SIMPSON (CONT'D)

Meet us down the boozer later on, 
about 8:00 and we can chat then.

HEDGES
Uh, fuckin, uh yeah, that’s fuckin 
great, I’ll tekker walk up then, 
still got no motor until me old man 
get’s back tomorrow.

SIMPSON
Ah, eez back tomorra izzy mate? 
Justin fuckin time then! Catcher 
later Mate!

SIMPSON & BRISCOPE wheel spin off aggressively. 

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - EVENING1aI.

HEDGES is getting ready to go out, trying on various tops, 
trying to pick his most impressive looking/Gangster style 
clothes. He gets a text on his phone: FROM THE BAILLIFFS 
REGARDING OUTSTANDING DEBT OF £1,300. He throws the phone on 
the settee. 

CUT TO:

EXT. BRITISH COUNTRY PUB - NIGHT1A.

BRICOE and SIMPSON are in a car; BRISCOE is showing SIMPSON 
a handgun which he is placing inside the glove box of the 
vehicle. Both are smiling. They get out of the car and enter 
the pub.

CUT TO:

INT. COUNTRY PUB - MOMENTS LATER2.

LEE HEDGES is setting up the balls on the pool table. 
SIMPSON and BRISCOE order 3 pints of STELLA from the bar and 
approach him passing him one.

They are dressed like obvious standout career criminals in 
various football hooligan branded attire. SIMPSON and 
BRISCOE are the mouthier of the collective and are talking a 
little-TOO-loudly about their latest proposed-scam which 
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involves the TERRIBLE OLD MAN; there are many other local 
folks present in the bar.

SIMPSON
I say we go for it. Take all for 
ourselves if the man’s loaded. 
You’ll never know if the fruits’ 
exist unless you try pickin’ ‘em.

BRISCOE
Yeah screw it man, I’m in. If the 
old codger’s got that much about 
him then I’m happy to liberate it. 
No point in lettin’ it rot-away 
with him after-all! You in LEE? Can 
we count on you as our driver? Yer 
said yer Dad's back tomorrow right? 
So you can use his car I tek it?

HEDGES
Um, Uh, Yeah sure, um, yeah, But 
all I’m doin’ is drivin’ yeah?

SIMPSON and BRISCOE look at one another, smirking. 

SIMPSON
Yeah sure LEE, you’d only go and 
mess it up if you got too involved!

SIMPSON and BRISCOE both laugh nonchalantly. HEDGES just 
takes it on the chin and looks around the bar nervously. He 
makes eye-contact with his Father’s friend OLD-DEC who is 
seemingly heading in the direction of the three: Pint of 
GUINESS in hand.

OLD DEC
Youse lot wanna pipe-down over 
here, scheming away like yer 
know-what’s-what: Buncher 
whipper-snappers the lotta yer, but 
you Lee, what wudyer OLD MAN say?  
Not even fuckin’ quiet bout it.

SIMPSON
Fuck-off old man, who is this 
HEDGES?

HEDGES
Iz me, erm DAD’S old pal

BRISCOE
Well tell the fuckin’ mingin’ cunt 

(MORE)
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ter do one before I smashiz false 
BRISCOE (CONT'D)

teeth downiz gob.

HEDGES is physically shaking and although he has always 
respected OLD-DEC, he can’t be seen to be getting cunted-off 
by a Jakey-bastard like OLD-DEC.

HEDGES
We’ve heard it all before DEC, 
about the Old-man, but that’s, got, 
gotta, yer know, ter be a loada 
bullshit, no one’s ever fuckin’ 
lived as long as you lot say he 
has; not even JESUS or whatever yer 
know?

OLD DEC
You’ll please yer fuckin-self by 
the lookser it then laddie. Even 
dafter thanyer fuckin look ‘n’ 
that’s really bloody sayin summit, 
I’ll expect to see yer body washed 
up in yon river on the Telly then 
shall I? I shan’t attend yer 
funeral if that’s the case mi-duck 
as I wunt be able ter look yer 
old-man in the eyes knowing what a 
dippit-cunt his son was! And as fer 
the rester yerz: Plastic-fuckin’ 
Gangsters’ nout-more, nout-less.

HEDGES is visibly shaking once again. It is unclear whether 
this is through fear or aggression. BRISCOE is up out of his 
seat and over to OLD DEC, he points his forefinger sharply 
into OLD-DEC’S bulbous red-nose and grabs him by the scruffs 
of his tatty-denim shirt. OLD-DEC barely registers what is 
going on, as if he has suddenly lapsed into some form of 
existential mind-frame.

BRISCOE
Listen yer fuckin mingin’ old 
bastard, no cunt giveser fucker 
about what you or that other 
mingin’ old bastard think or do: 
the past’s the past and you’re more 
like a couple of never-has beens! 
Fair play yer lookin’ out fer yer 
old pal but fukim, his loots ours n 
there's fuck-all that anyone ‘round 
‘ere’s gonna be able to do about 
that pal!
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OLD DEC
Aye, right yer are then laddo, yiz 
can all dig yer own graves’ fer all 
I care

SIMPSON
Fuckin’ do-one yer old prick.

OLD DEC heads back to the bar planting a kiss on the 
Spanish-Doubloon on his right-index-finger. SIMPSON, BRISCOE 
and HEDGES drink their pints and depart. HEDGES seems 
withdrawn whilst SIMPSON and BRISCOE perform their best 
Hard-man walks past the bar and locals and out of the 
establishment. 

INT. CAR - NIGHT3.

The men pull up in the motor outside of the TERRIBLE OLD 
MAN’S house. SIMPSON takes the gun out of the glove box.

HEDGES waits in the car as SIMPSON and BRISCOE get out and 
enter the gate.

The garden is overgrown with a big Oak tree that shadows a 
huge Tudor Mansion. In the Bay Window at the very front of 
the building a light can be seen. BRISCOE flanks left whilst 
SIMPSON heads straight to the window through which he sees 
THE TERRIBLE OLD MAN talking- presumably to himself. BRISCOE 
appears and motions for him to follow him around to an open 
window at the side of the house, through which the two 
climb.

HEDGES nods off.

CUT TO:

INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT3A.

Bedtime story continues.

CUT TO:

INT. CAR - MOMENTS LATER3B.

HEDGES wakes up with a jolt. He thinks he sees two small 
yellow lights blink in the woods. He decides to go up to the 
house to see what's going on.

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT5.

THE TERRIBLE OLD MAN is tied to a chair in his kitchenette. 
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Six glass-jars are on the table containing pendulums. HEDGES 
enters.

HEDGES
Lads what the fuck?

SIMPSON
What the fuck are you doin’ out the 
car more like?

HEDGES
Yeah, well you dint say you were 
gonna hold the poor bastard hostage 
in his own home!

The OLD MAN sneers, his nose is bloodied; it is running down 
his lips, he licks it.

THE TERRIBLE OLD MAN 
Mmmmm, I smell the Blood of an 
English man, maybe three! 
Hu-ha-ha-hu-ha

BRISCOE
Go and get back in the car Lee fer 
fuck sake lad

SIMPSON
Now tell us old boy where the 
hell’s the loot? We know you’ve got 
gold, ‘n’ slabs’er the stuff at 
that! You aint freakin’ me with yer 
stupid laughter!

SIMPSON holds a blade to his throat & pushes it into his 
flesh. The TERRIBLE OLD MAN closes his eyes, clenches his 
fists; muttering some words which are barely audible.

BRISCOE
Let loose old man, it’ll do yer no 
good keepin’ quiet we aint fuckin’ 
about!

HEDGES is visibly shaking once more and holding his head 
down towards the floor almost in shame.

SIMPSON
For fuck sake old man we aint 
messin’ around tell us where yer 
loot is or your gut gets it!

THE TERRIBLE OLD MAN begins to chant a sea shanty.
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The three watch on in disbelief as the Pendulums grow and 
gain in momentum until they smash the jars and form into 
silhouettes of men, The three scatter from the kitchenette 
SIMPSON and BRISCOE into the lounge and HEDGES out of the 
back door.

CUT TO:

EXT. GARDEN - CONTINUOUS5A.

HEDGES runs around to the front window of the house.

CUT TO:

INT. LOUNGE - NIGHT8.

SIMPSON see’s the shadow of somebody move and fires two 
shots before the gun is ripped from his hands by SCARFACE.

EXT. GARDEN - NIGHT10.

HEDGES watches SIMPSON being lifted from his feet by the 
dark-silhouette that is SCARFACE. 

HEDGES watches frozen to the spot and mortified as SIMPSON 
is pulled seemingly through a wall by SCARFACE.

HEDGES
Huh? What-the-hell?

SIMPSON’S mutilated body then reappears from the wall and is 
tossed across the room towards BRISCOE, who darts into the 
next room hiding behind a chair.

BRISCOE
What the fuck man, what is this? 
What the fuck? That mingin’ old 
bastard was right man: He was 
right.

HEDGES peers through the window in horror as BRISCOE looks 
over the seat and ducks as JACK enters. At one point he is 
standing directly over BRISCOE but apparently cannot see 
him.

HEDGES
Please God no, not JOHNNY as well?

SCARFACE walks into the next room; BRISCOE makes a sharp 
dash for the unoccupied room and hides behind the door. 
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INT. BEDROOM/KITCHEN - NIGHT11.

BRISCOE darts toward the lighted-room, which is the kitchen; 
here he is met by THE TERRIBLE OLD MAN’S alarmingly cool 
smile. He freezes as SCARFACE grabs him with a Captain-Hook 
style hand and slashes his stomach open. Five silhouettes of 
men descend upon BRISCOE slicing at his limbs with 
cutlasses. The old man watches on and admires the blood 
splattering his kitchenette.

EXT. WOODS - NIGHT12.

HEDGES hears the screams of BRISCOE and turns to run back to 
the car as he is met by two bright green eyes. HEDGES darts 
left and runs towards the woods which are located behind the 
TERRIBLE OLD MAN’S house. He cannot hear any footsteps 
chasing him but he can see at least three sets of eyes 
glowing behind him. Once inside the woods he darts left 
towards the safety of a large tree and tries to catch his 
breath.

HEDGES carries on running and is met by more eyes, he darts 
towards the right this time narrowly avoiding the oncoming 
sets of eyes and scrambles into an overgrown bushy area. 
Again he catches his breath and this time runs back towards 
the house and the car. HEDGES gets in the car, starts the 
engine & turns on the headlights. 

A SET OF EYES Can be seen coming towards him. HEDGES pulls 
off in the vehicle.

CUT TO:

INT. KITCHEN - MORNING13.

SCARFACE and his crew gather around the kitchen table and 
the TERRIBLE OLD MAN raises a glass of rum; the rest follow 
suit and they all neck back — singing all the while.

EXT. GARDEN - MORNING14.

The mutilated body of HEDGES is hanging from a Yardarm 
swinging in time to the Shanty.

OLD DEC (NARRATOR)
And so another tale was born at the 
expense of fledgling’s SIMPSON, 
BRISCOE, and HEDGES: THE TERRIBLE 
OLD MAN continues to go about his 
business as normal despite the 
interrogations of his character. 
The bodies of the three men never 

(MORE)
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did show up. I don’t feel a need to 
OLD DEC (NARRATOR) (CONT'D)

mention my knowledge of the 
situation, particularly seeing as I 
tried my best to warn them of the 
potential dangers of THE TERRIBLE 
OLD MAN. Some cunts’ will never 
listen. And as I see it they got 
what they deserve.


